See related research by Almeida et al., <http://ccforum.com/content/17/2/R79>

We appreciate the efforts of Almeida and colleagues to establish differences in compliance to the Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) bundle for patients with community-acquired severe sepsis, but we have some concerns \[[@B1]\]. The study is similar to other studies noting a difference in delivered care based on time \[[@B2]\].

Parikh and colleagues showed improvement in quality measures with the use of bundles and implementing the Leapfrog Intensive Physician Staffing Standard \[[@B3]\]. Almeida and colleagues showed only a 2% overall compliance rate with the entire 6-hour bundle, which is too small to draw conclusions. The difference between the compliance rate of the SSC bundle for day versus night was not statistically significant. The authors agree and state that the outcomes in community-acquired severe sepsis improve when all components of the SSC bundle are executed together \[[@B4]\]. However, the authors derive conclusions based on the compliance of individual components.

Time zero was defined as the hospital entrance time. However, community-acquired severe sepsis was defined as the onset of infection before hospital admission or infection becoming evident in the first 48 hours. The patient presenting after 6 hours but before 48 hours would by default fail the compliance of the SSC bundle.

Patient time groups (day and night) were different from nurse shifts (three shifts in a 24-hour period). The study did not take into account the possibility of handoff errors from nursing shift changes. Also the time between some patients' hospital entrance and the completion of bundle components could have overlapped the cutoff time for two patient groups.
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We thank Borikar and colleagues for their interest in our work. Unlike previous studies, our study focused on septic patients responsible for the higher proportion of nonscheduled hospital admissions. The study focuses on the need to adapt clinical emergency teams, in particular the nursing staff, to the variations of workload over the 24-hour period, in order to achieve the desired quality of care.

In our study, compliance with the resuscitation bundle was low -- but similar rates have been reported in similar studies, including the results of the SSC itself \[[@B5]\] -- which is probably derived from the difficulty of achieving early invasive monitoring. This is an almost universal problem and probably one of the reasons that led the 2012 SSC review to split the first bundle into two periods: the first 3 hours and 6 hours \[[@B6]\]. During the first 3 hours, doctors should accomplish serum lactate measurement, cultures for microbiology, broad-spectrum antibiotic administration and fluid administration. The invasive monitoring was postponed to the second period, probably because of the need to obtain support for this. We have already pointed this out in a previous paper \[[@B7]\]: accomplishing these simple actions available to any doctor in any hospital setting early on leads to higher compliance and a greater impact on mortality. When these essential measures are applied, the next step is referral to a differentiated unit for invasive monitoring and care from expert clinicians in appropriate settings such as intermediate or intensive care.
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